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We investigate regularizing dispersive effects for various classical equations, e.g., the
Schr6dinger and Dirac equations. After Wigner transform, these dispersive estimates are
reduced to moment lemmas for kinetic equations. They yield new regularization results for
the Schr6dinger equation (valid up to the semiclassical limit) and the Dirac equation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lipschitz condition. These include Morawetz type
estimates and seem to be optimal in the semiclassical limit. They are independent and complete those
of Constantin and Saut [5] for merely bounded
potentials, or those of Ruiz and Vega [18]; Sj6gren
and Sj61in [21]; Ben-Arzi and Klainerman [1].
The case of the Dirac equation also yields new
results. They are obtained by reducing the Dirac
equation, written in the form of a hyperbolic system,
to a pseudo-differential equation iut P([D[)u with
a real and radial symbol P(lcl). Then, we show that
the dispersive effects for this equation can be proved
through the classical Wigner transform and with a
modification of the usual multiplier (x/lxl). This
result extends those of Colin [3] and also provides a
more standard approach.

In this paper we investigate dispersive effects for
various classical equations (Schr6dinger, Dirac
equations). We reduce these equations, after a
Wigner transform, to a kinetic type equation

Ot f + a(x, ) *x Vx f

g.

(1.1)

Then, we apply to (1.1) the same multiplier method
introduced in [13] in the context of pure Schr6dinger
and kinetic equations. We show that it yields
various new results. For the Schr6dinger equation
with potential, we obtain regularizing effects in
1/2
valid up to the semiclassical limit for
LZt(Hx,loc)
potentials V satisfying some kind of local one-sided

.
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We also would like to point out that our results
combine and extend several ideas introduced in
G6rard, Mauser, Markowich and Poupaud [9],
concerning the approach to the Schr6dinger and
Dirac equations through Wigner transform, and in
Lions and Perthame [13] concerning the analogy
between dispersive and moment estimates. This
kind of dispersive estimates where first established
by Sj61in [20]; Constantin and Saut [4].

and, after a simple computation

We conclude

Jnwe[f ]d- lf (x) 2,

2. DISPERSION LEMMAS FOR

SCHRDINGER-TYPE PROBLEMS
The subsequent results will be based on the theory
of the Wigner-transform, for which we state here
only the most basic (and important) properties.
For an in-depth analysis we refer to [9, 12].
LetfE S’(n; C). Then the Wigner transform of
on
f the scale c > 0 is given by

--

igut

w[f ](x,)
(27r)

l J> (X Cv)f(x-v)eivdv
q--

jR,

(2.1)

("-" denotes complex conjugation).
Note that w[f]E S’(R x
). It is well
known that, in general, w[f] is not a positive

-.

At first we consider the Schr6dinger equation on
with a given real valued potential V(x):
c2

Au + V(x)u,

u(t

O)

ui

xn,

t, (2.2a)

".

(2.2b)

on

w, +

VxW + 3[V]w o, (X,) 2n,

For the following we use the definition

()

(.x-+ f)({)

.f

for the Fourier-transform on
denoted by

(x)

--+x g)(x)

(X) e-ix’dX

n.

Its inverse is

w[ui]

on

2n,

(2.3b)

where O[V] is given by

(ID[V] f )(x,c)

(2) n JR

V(x+v) V(x-v)
C

(x-+-v)f(x--v) eivdv.
g({)eixd{.

(2.4)

x+v f x-v

We shall now derive dispersive inequalities for the
Schr6dinger equation (2.2) by employing a multiplier technique on the Wigner equation (2.3).
Although the subsequent results can also be
obtained by using a multiplier technique directly

(2rr)n

Trivially, we have

(f’_,vWe[f])(x,v)-f

w(t-- O)

,

(2.3a)

;

measure.

,

It is verified by a simple calculation that w(x, t) :=
wC[u(t)](x, ) satisfies the transport equation
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on the Schr6dinger equation, the ’detour’ via the
Wigner equation has two advantages. Firstly, it
uses the connection between moment lemmas for
kinetic equations and dispersion lemmas for
Schr6dinger type equations employing a somewhat intuitive multiplier on the kinetic level.
Secondly it serves as a guideline for pseudo
differential equations with more general symbols
where a direct multiplier approach without "kinetic detour" would even be less intuitive than in
the Schr6dinger case.
The first dispersion statement reads

THEOREM 2.1 For n >_ 2 let (-c2/2)A + V be essentially self-adjoint and V(x)>_ a.e. in En, V E
2
Wl(En;R). Also assume uIED((--A+
V) 1/4
G L(’) and ([(x- x0)" VV(x)]+/lx- x0[)/

-
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0---5 vv () lul:

<_ Cn
c,

n2

A/V

(n >_ 4),

ui

4n + 3
4

(2.5c)

Here and in the sequel we denote by f+,

f-

the

positive and the negative part off, i.e., f= f+-f-.

Proof We multiply the transport equation (2.3a)
by (X-Xo/lX-Xo[). and integrate over
R x (q, -2). We obtain

.

( + v/V(x))

L(")foromxoe Ver
are constants C independent ofxo and e such that for
all- oo < -l < 7"2 <

O0

(2.6)

we have

where we used

lu(x, t)12
(n- 2)

(2.5a)

L ,
w (x,

t)d

and set

s (x, t)

f. ,
w(x,

The first term on the left hand side of (2.6) was
already computed in the reference [13] in terms of
the wave function u. It is given by those terms on
the left hand side of (2.5), which do not involve
V V(x). Using (2.4) we obtain

l[V] f d
which implies

VxV (x)l f(x)] 2
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Another simple calculation (using the definition of
the Wigner-transform) gives

eIm (fi(x, t)Vu(x, t))

J (x, t)

x0

xo---" J (x, T)dx

(x-xo).
(x,T)[x_x0 Vu(x T)dx

elm

0. Since

sion to
g

(2.7)

so that

x
x

et al.

--+

i+r

Col

I>e ICo

n+l

g( sc Co)dCo

is the Riesz-transformation (with index l) up to a
multiplicative constant, it is bounded on L2([n) (cf.
[S, II, 4.2, Theorem 3]). Thus, it is also bounded on
Lz([Rn, Ild), where -n < a < n (cf. [S, II, 6.3])
and

IRlf]l/2 <-- Clf 11/2

and

follows. We obtain
X

Ix
<_

X0

xo" J (x, T)dx

x
X

x- xo

elVu(T)l_(1/2) Ix x01 u(T)

(1/2)

Here we denote the (semi) norms on H(Nn) by

for a EN. Then we deduce from the above
inequality
x

x0

Ix xol"
e

u(T)ll/2

Xl

x

(2.8)

1/4

V,, 1/4

VtEN.

1/2

Since V > 0 we have

e2

1--1,...,n.

We compute
Cl

V)

A/

e2

Now we consider the operators

R1 f -+ v-vf,

< CeIu(T)I 21/2

and we conclude

J (x, T)dx

xo
u(T)
Xo[

xo- - - l" J (x, T)dx

with a constant C, which only depends on n. It
remains to show the transport of v/-dul(t)[(1/2) by
the Schr6dinger flow with an e-independent
constant. We denote by S(t) the solution operator
of (2.2), i.e., S(t)ui is the solution u(t) of (2.2) at
time t. We have

e2
x
x

x0

2

A)

1/4

IL2(

n)

for all
D((- (e2/2)/k + V) (1/4)) (see [17], p. 44,
prop. 9). Setting o u(t) gives

21/4
only depends on the dimension n. Here we used
[21() a,([l-l-n)" where "*" denotes the exten-

1/4

e2

e2

---A

--]-

V

)

1/4
b/l

L2(n)

Vtl
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and by proceeding analogously

The first term on the left hand side can be restated
in the wave-function u after a long and unpleasant
calculation. We obtain

1/4

E2

-5-zx+v)

[Iw/4u(t)ll21l

Vt
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[.

From (2.8) we derive:
X

X0

xo" J (x, T)dx

Ix
C

---/

nt-

V

u
n2(n)

where F(x)> 0 for 0 < c < (cf, [3]). Thus it has
the lower bound

and the assertion of Theorem (2.1) follows.
The next Theorem is concerned with the xlocalized dispersion result for the Schr6dinger
equation (2.2) where the singularity at x x0 in
(2.5) is removed.

C6"2
with

for all-

Theorem 2.1.

l7ul 2

f,2

(1 +

x

(1

/

<_ D

x0] ")

Ix

--g-A + V

1/

o) (l+l/oe)

J in (2.10) is much simpler than of the one in

dxdt
-2

(2.9)

ui

J IX XO (x)lul2dxdt
7-2n [(X-Xo)’V (x)]-[x
x

x0

VV

xo[

Proof As

in [13] we multiply (2.3a) by (x.{/
(1 +lxl)<*/% (we set Xo 0 to simplify the
formulas) and obtain

/l f2n" 7X(
7-2

7-2

=[J

X"

+

and by interpolation:

VV (x)

fl

(1 + Ixl) 1/

(J (x, T2

j

(x,

)&. (2.10)

u2dxdt

.(1 / v/V (x))lul2dxdt

x.
(1- i)i’ 1/O )wdxddt

x

dxdt.

Remark 2.1 Note that the term involving the
electric field V V in (3.5) can be estimated (due to
the assumptions of Theorem 2.1) by

dxdt
l+l/.

x0 I)

fl f

ca > 0. Since (O/Oxl) (XJ(1 +
L([n), the treatment of the term which involves

THEOREM 2.2 For n > let the assumptions on V
and ui of Theorem (2.1) hold. Then for 0 < c <_
three is D D(n, c) > 0 independent of c such that

2

[VuI2

7-2

n(I/V/V(X))[ul2dXdt

2
< (T2--T1) Ilulll L2([n)
/

2

--’--A

/g

Ul

L2(n)

.
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V-E L This can somewhat be remedied at the
expense of the optimality of the appearing constants in dependence of c since the positivity of the
potential was only used to have a positive Hamiltonian. For example, we can easily prove

Thus

)

I-0- I0,

+ 4r]u(xo, t)] 2,

x_xol3dx
+

n--2
n-3

COROLLARY 2.1 Assume that multiplication by
[V(x)l is infinitesimally form bounded with respect

4

n

[(x- xo) V (x)]-

]

to

-zx ana

A+V

E(n,

,,

2,

u
,1

follows. The corresponding term in (2.9) is treated
analogously.
Remark 2.2 The Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 contain
qualitatively different statements. Theorem 2.2
(which is more along the lines of the dispersion
lemmas found in the literature [4, 5, 20, 22]) states
that initial data with l(-e2/2 +
yield Lo(t;Hl())-solutions u u(x, t)
<
(under the stated assumptions on the potential).
Theorem 2.1 (which holds for dimensions 2)
instead has two main features. Firstly, the xlocality of Theorem 2.2 is replaced by a regularization property "away from the direction
u(x) x- Xo" and secondly, there is the singularity of the left-hand side of (2.5) at x x0 (c [3]).

V)(/4)UlJl(,)

Remark 2.3 A main point of both Theorems is
the precise (i.e., optimal) dependence of the
estimates on the scaled Planck-constant e. Even
for potentials V L() the approach of bootstrapping the dispersion results for the free
Schr6dinger equation by applying Duhamel’s
formula (cf. [5]) gives results which are worse as
far as the dependence of e is concerned.

Remark 2.4 The class of admissible potentials in
the Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 is different from what was
considered in the literature [1, 5, 18, 21]. Note that,
for example, the harmonic oscillator with potential
V(x) Ix] 2 is admissible, while important shortrange potentials are excluded by the assumption

-

+ Ixl)l/)/

(")for some o <
< 2
<
let uiE H(1/2)(n) and
there is E

x

tat ([x. x7V(x)]+/(

(1 + (IV(x)l)

+

<

.

1. Also
Then

) > 0 such that

+ Ix)

fT2

[x" VV (x)]-- 2dxdt
lul
( 1)/

2

(2.11)
Also, certain time dependent potentials can easily
be included in the theory.
Remark 2.5 (Nonlinear Schr6dinger equation)
Consider the nonlinear IVP (n 2)"
c2

xEBn,

ieu,---- Au + h(lul2)u,
u(t

O)

t[

in [Rn,

bl

(2.12a)

(2.12b)

with the real enthalpy function h h(r), cr > 0.
Using the multiplier (x-Xo)/(Ix-Xol)" for the
Wigner equation we obtain (after an integration by

parts):

j;-EI

+ (n- 1)

)wdxddt

P(lUl2) dxdt

(2.13)

/R.Ix-x01

-

where p’(cr)= h’(cr)r. Also, the conserved total
energy is

E

IX7ul2dx +

H(lul2)dx’
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with H’= h. Assume that H(cr)>- Kcr for some
K > 0 and p(r)_> 0. Then, since the first term on
the left hand side of (2.13) is nonnegative and since
the term on the right hand side is bounded by
2E(t) + 211u(t)ll 2L2(.), we obtain

Zoo L
<_ 2

p(lu(x,

t))dxdt

fu lVuil2dx/2 on(lu,12)dx

This is a classical estimate (of Morawetz-type),
which can be found in [6, 14]. Note that we also
can bound the first term in (2.5) (involving the
singularity at x- x0) by a constant, which only
depends on the dimension, the initial energy, and

Similar estimates [16] can also be obtained for
the Schr6dinger-Poisson problem (cf. [12, 15]) and
for Hartree-Fock equations [7].

Remark 2.6 (Quantum-hydrodynamics, cf. [8]) For
some applications it is important to restate the
estimates of Theorem 2.1 in terms of the macroscopic densities

_

x

C

n-

x- x01

2

’

Finally we shall consider PDE’s with a real radial
Fourier multiplier P on
iu,

P( DI)u,

u(t

xE

O)

ui

Nn,

(3.1a)

on

".

(3.1b)

The case P(r)= r with u >_ 2 was analysed in [3]
by using a specially constructed Wigner-type
transform. Here we shall employ the standard
Wigner transform (2.1) and allow a more general
class of symbols (cf. [2] for local smoothing

results).

--+

C2([0, oo); [)

Let P

THEOREM 3.1
that the map

0"(, )

[1/2

and assume

sods

d-l/2

Nn to Nn for all Nn.
(3.18)
satisfies for all Xo Rn
of

is one-to-one and onto from

(iji ((x_xo)ilj)2)
Ix-

Then the solution

2

x0

((-)" )

x0

0. v v(x)p ax

+

Ix- x0-----"

[u(x, t)12

and J J(x, t) defined in (2.7). We obtain after a
lengthy calculation:

+41x-xol Ix7l

x-xo 7

3. RADIAL FOURIER MULTIPLIERS

["

p(x, t)

-

equation by

(2.14)

+ 2 JR ]Ull2dx"

plx- xol

Remark 2.7 (Schr6dinger multiplier) Theorem 2.1
can also be proven by multiplying the Schr6dinger

taking real parts and integrating by parts (cf. [14]).

IX--XoI

-2 [x [

371

8ep(xo, t),

(2.15)
dt

{<__,-, n--2} (2)"
2

ix-xo

Q -+V )1/4u
2

3

n

2

_> 3

I12

I/"(11)----- 1’()12a’
(3.2a)
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and for O < a <_

(3.2b)

Therefore, the work to express the left-hand side of
(3.4) in terms of u has already been done [13] and
gives rise to the left hand sides of (3.2). For the
computation of the right-hand side we note that
(3.3) gives

(n_> 1).
i,(, {, t)

,

Proof

The evolution equation for the x-Fourier
transform (, t)
’xW [u(t)] (we set e
in (2.1)) reads:

exp(-i( r(, )t)#,(, {)

We now carry out the change of variables from {
to cr cr(, {), denote D Idet(0cr/0{) and obtain

/

(3.3)
(cf. [9]). We now define
(r) by ’(r)= (r/
(1 + r) (1/)) or, alternatively, g)(r)=r and com-

(. (-)2

i(({(-):. )2 (IxI-(C)D(C,

pute

or) -1

exp(-iff, aTt), #i(, (, or))
Next we test (3.3) against
for

l, 2. We compute
lim iC(Ixl)(ff)exp(-i(,

We obtain

crTt)

(r_+olim V(lx-aTI))
=-2Cx (r+oolim sgn(rl)

=-Ux(3.4)

I1

e()

-,

Also we obtain
With p(r)= r we have

where

and with ’(r)= r/(1

),

+ r) (1/)

(((. )2(])((), 1)(,(

x.
-/2o(’VX((l_i[v)l/)wd(dx"

(’ )
3(’ )

-/:

I+<

fl/2

p,([ +

-l/

ds,
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Since/3(if, )= O(I

1), we conclude

(0, or) .or

Io-I

.(o,
I(o,
P,( (o, or)I)"

(o,

I1

---

Taking the limit 7-1
oo, r2-+ / oo in the righthand side of (3.4) now gives

since cr
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Clearly the same result holds if P’(r)<_-r2
I(P’(r)/r)’[ for all r > 0.
Fourier-multipliers of the form P(r)= r for
<_ u < 2 can be included in the theory be defining
approximate symbols P6(r) as follows"
d
dr

r

+ (5

r

A simple calculation shows that P6 satisfies the

.

assumptions of Corollary 3.1. The limit process
(5-+0 then proves that the assertions of the
Corollary also hold for P(= lim_0 P) r
A particularly interesting case is provided by
u- 1. We have for all x0 Rn(n > 2):

(P’(IgI)/IgI)g for g

0.

It is an easy exercise to show that the condition
of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for P(r)= r with
u _> 2 (cf. [3], where also various other dispersion
results for 1-dim-problems can be found). More
generally we obtain

and consequently

COROILAR 3.1 Let P E C2 ([0, oc); N), ((U(r)/
r)’r C([0, oc); N) and P’(r) >_ r2l(p’(r)/r)’l for
r >_ O. Then (3.19) (a), (b) hold for the solution of
(3.18) (a), (b) when the "=" sign in (3.2a) is
replaced by "_<".

Proof We set Q(r)
00

(P’(r)/r) and compute

I(x x0).

/2

R

xol3

x

]

dxdt

(3.5b)
where u is the solution of

iut- Du,

u(t

/

Therefore (0or/0{) _> 0 if Q(r) > rlQ’(r)l for r > 0. If
we replace P(r) by Pe(r) P(r)/ (1/2)(5r2 for (5 > 0
we have (0ere/0{)>_ (5Id everywhere. By the global
implicit function Theorem the map { --+ cr6(, {) is a
n
Then the asserto R.
homeomorphism from
tion follows by performing the limit (5-- 0 +.

ul

< 21UI[ 20

[1/2 Q(I + <l)a la
f Q’(lg sl)

/

X0I

X

x

Nn,
O)

(3.6a)
(3.6b)

Ul.

Remark 3.1 (Dirac equation) We consider the
free Dirac equation in R 3 for the spinorfield

U

U(x,I)C4:
iUt

R(D)U,

xE

3,

R

(3.7a)

/

U(t- O)- UI

on

3

(3.7b)
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where

singularity at x

x0 in

(3.2a) can be computed.

We have

:

+ 70,

S+(c)-

3

k=l

7 t,

0,..., 4, are the 4 4 Dirac matrices. Their
elements are 0, 1, and they satisfy (cf. [11]):

<__ const
for

U+/-,3) T.

+

(cf. [9]). Each eigenvalue has multiplicity 2 for all
E 3. Let S+(), S_() be the spectral projections
of R() corresponding to A+(II) and A_(I) resp.
Then we have

U-

U+ / U_, U+

S+(D)U,

U_

and thus"

IX XOI

Clearly R() is self-adjoint for all E 3. Its
eigenvalues are A+(II) and A_(II ), where
-t- V/r 2

+1

2

I(x-xo).

70,
(.,/0@). ,0.yk for k 1,2,3,
(7o) 2-/d, (3,k) 2--Id fork-l,2,3;
77 +3,7-0 for#u.

A+ (r)

I+/-V/I{12

S_(D)U

X0

)

dxdt

IUII

1,2,3,4, where U:k

(U_+_, 1, U-+-,2, U:t:,2,
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